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Two sets of hybrid polyurethane–poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) semi-interpenetrating polymer

network–nanooxide composites with 0.25 or 3 wt% nanosilica or nanoalumina functionalised with OH,

NH2 or CHLCH2 groups were prepared. A combination of atomic force microscopy, infrared spectroscopy,

thermally stimulated depolarisation current measurement, differential scanning calorimetry and creep rate

spectroscopy analysis of the nanostructure and properties of the composites was performed. The

pronounced dynamic heterogeneity and the strong impact of oxide additives, basically suppression of the

dynamics and temperature-dependent increasing modulus of elasticity, were observed. The effects

correlated with either interfacial interactions (for silica) or the nanostructure (for alumina). A low oxide

content strongly affected the matrix due to the formation of an unusual cross-linked, via double covalent

hybridisation of three components, structure of the nanocomposites.

Introduction

Polymer composites containing small amounts of nanofiller
additives have attracted great attention in industry, medicine
and scientific research because a considerable enhancement
of the polymer characteristics may be attained in the
composites. Due to an exceptionally large polymer–nanopar-
ticle interfacial area, nanocomposites are considered to be
model systems to study the dynamics of polymers under
nanoconfinement/constraining conditions. Most studies have
been focused on polymer nanocomposites with 2D silicate
nanolayers, oxide nanoparticles and other systems,1,2 as well
as 1D carbon nanotubes (CNTs) or other 2D or 3D nanocar-
bons.3,4 The significance of factors such as good nanofiller
dispersion in a matrix, high aspect (e.g., length-to-diameter for
CNTs) ratio, and functionalisation of a nanofiller surface for
improving nanofiller dispersion and its reaction with a
polymer, to provide strong interfacial bonding, has been
typically emphasised. Considerable attention has also been

paid to hybrid polymer–3D oxide nanocomposites, especially
with silica nanoclusters formed in a matrix via a sol–gel
process.5–10 Some nanocomposites with 3D fumed silica
nanoparticles (NPs)11,12 have also been studied. Less attention
has been paid to polymer–alumina nanocomposites.13 Peculiar
dynamics in polymer nanocomposites have been observed in a
number of studies (see, e.g., a review2). A linear polymer matrix
is considered to be entirely confined in a nanovolume, and the
enhancement of nanocomposite properties is expected if an
average interparticle distance, L, is close to or smaller than the
size of the unperturbed macromolecular random coils (radius
of gyration rg is typically of the order of 10 nm for many
polymers). According to calculations,4 the substantial impact
of 3D particles of y10 nm in size on the dynamics and
properties of a polymer matrix may be expected when their
volume content is not less than 10%. In reality, anomalies in
the glass transition dynamics have been observed, e.g., at a
silica content of 10 to 50 wt% in nanocomposites.6,8,10,11

Recently we found14,15 that monomolecular polymer layers
adsorbed at a silica surface are characterised by multi-modal
dynamics within the glass transition range DTg extending from
80 to 230 uC, with the apparent activation energy varying from
80 to 560 kJ mol21. Meanwhile, we revealed that small
amounts of additives of 3D nanoparticles (e.g., 0.25 wt% only)
may strongly affect the glass transition dynamics and elastic
properties of polymer matrices. This was shown for 3D
nanodiamond containing composites based on polyur-
ethane–poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PU–PHEMA) semi-
interpenetrating polymer networks (semi-IPNs).16 This result
was treated in the framework of ‘‘double hybridisation’’
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between the material components resulting in the formation
of an unusual cross-linked structure. A similar effect was
observed also in the preliminary data obtained for the PU–
PHEMA/nanosilica composites.17 PU–PHEMA semi-IPNs are of
great interest as biomedical and damping materials.
Polyurethane materials are extensively used in applications
involving contact with blood and organ and tissue engineer-
ing. Although PUs are relatively biocompatible materials,18

they are also known to be prone to biodegradation,19 stress
induced degradation,20 and surface cracking.21 The creation of
IPNs or semi-IPNs is one of the most powerful approaches to
improve PU biocompatibility, mechanical properties and
resistance to degradation. PHEMA is well known as a polymer
with good biocompatibility but with unstable properties, due
to its high hygroscopicity. Semi-IPNs create an opportunity to
synthesise PU–PHEMA based composites that retain the
biocompatibility of PHEMA and acquire better stability and
mechanical properties due to the PU component. In our
previous publications, semi-IPNs based on PU and PHEMA
were synthesised22 and studied using small angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS),23 thermodynamic miscibility analysis,
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA),22 dielectric relaxation
spectrometry (DRS),24 differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
and laser-interferometric creep rate spectroscopy (CRS) mea-
surements.25 The SAXS study showed that the semi-IPNs were
biphasic systems with incomplete phase separation and a
nanoheterogeneous structure with characteristic quasi-peri-
odicities of 6–9 and 22–27 nm as a consequence of spinodal
decomposition.23 The DMA analysis of the semi-IPNs showed
two very broad mechanical loss peaks located between 255
and 50 uC and between 50 and 180 uC associated with PU and
PHEMA glass transitions, respectively.22 The discrete CRS
analysis of the glass transition dynamics in a series of the PU–
PHEMA semi-IPNs with systematically varied compositions
clarified the origin of the extraordinarily broad PU and PHEMA
glass transitions.25 The complicated creep rate spectra of the
semi-IPNs consisted of a few partly overlapping peaks and
indicated the presence of several segmental dynamics modes,
i.e., the pronounced dynamic heterogeneity within each glass
transition range. In the present work, we prepared and studied
nanocomposites of potential biomedical and technical sig-
nificance based on the hybrid PU–PHEMA network filled by a
small amount of 3D silica or alumina NPs unmodified and
modified by different surface functionalities. The goal of this
study was to trace the impact of the NP type, dispersion
degree, and surface modification, as well as the character of
the interfacial interactions, on the dynamic and elastic
properties of the composites.

Experimental

Materials

The hybrid PU–PHEMA semi-IPN materials were prepared with
a polyurethane (PU) network and linear poly(2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate) (PHEMA) with a PU : PHEMA weight ratio of

83 : 17. First, the PU network was synthesised using a two-step
method, as described previously,22 using the adduct of
trimethylol propane (TMP, Merck), toluylenediisocyanate
(TDI, Bayer), and poly(oxypropylene) glycol (PPG, Bayer) with
Mw = 2000 g mol21. The PU film obtained was swollen with
freshly distilled 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) contain-
ing 2% photoinitiator Irgacure 651, and then photopolymer-
isation of this monomer was carried out for 2 h using UV
irradiation at l = 340 nm. The kinetics of swelling has been
previously investigated,22 and a defined time (25 min) of PU
film swelling was used to prepare the semi-IPN. The photo-
polymerisation of HEMA in the PU matrix was performed in a
set-up consisting of two quartz glasses. To prepare the
nanocomposites, 0.25 or 3 wt% of silica or alumina NPs were
introduced into the matrix at the PU synthesis stage. For
mixing nanooxides with the initial reagents and allowing for
better dispersion, sonication by a tip sonicator was performed
at 20 uC for 5 min. The prepared neat semi-IPN and
nanocomposite films of 1 mm in thickness were post-cured
at 100 uC for 2 h and then were held at 80 uC and 1025 Pa for 36
h, to reach a constant weight.

Fumed silica A-300 (99.87% purity) and alumina (99.5%
purity) NPs26 (pilot plant of the Chuiko Institute of Surface
Chemistry, Kalush, Ukraine) were heated before the composite
synthesis at 450 uC for 4 h to remove residual HCl and other
adsorbed compounds. The specific surface area of NPs
estimated using the low-temperature nitrogen adsorption
(LTNA) technique (Micromeritics ASAP 2405N adsorption
analyser, 77.4 K) and the standard BET method, was SBET =
295 m2 g21 and 89 m2 g21 for silica and alumina NPs,
respectively. The average NP diameters were 9 nm (silica) and
25 nm (alumina) (Fig. 1a). The NP diameters in the dispersions
were estimated from the LTNA adsorption/desorption iso-
therms using a self-consistent regularisation procedure
applied to pair integral equations for pore (voids between
spherical particles) and nanoparticle size distributions.27

Fig. 1a shows that the primary NPs had a relatively narrow
size distribution for silica (5–17 nm) and a broader size
distribution for alumina (12–47 nm).

Oxide NPs were used with three different surface states.
First, the initial silica and alumina had surface hydroxyls
(‘‘–OH cover’’). Second, functionalisation was carried out by
3-aminopropylmethylsilyl groups (APMS, ‘‘–NH2 cover’’) or
3-methacryloylpropylsilyl groups (MAPS, ‘‘–CHLCH2 cover’’). It
should be noted that native silica is characterised with a
higher hydroxylation degree than native alumina.26,28

Functionalisation of NPs by 3-aminopropylmethyl-diethox-
ysilane (APMDES) was carried out in toluene. The reaction
mixture was stirred at 100 uC for 10 h, the solid residue was
filtrated, washed by toluene to remove excess APMDES, and
then dried at 60 uC for 5 h. The content of grafted silane (by
chemical analysis) corresponded to the substitution of y40
and 30% of the surface hydroxyls by APMDES for silica and
alumina NPs, respectively. Complete functionalisation of NPs
by 3-methacryloyloxypropyl trimethoxysilane (MAPTMS),
which was added in amounts corresponding to the surface
hydroxyl content and provided complete substitution of them,
was carried out in a glass reactor upon mixing at 700 rpm and
150 uC for 1 h.12d Then the gas-phase products were removed
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during heating in air at 150 uC for 1 h. The content of the
grafted silane (FTIR spectroscopy control) corresponded to
practically the entire substitution of the NP surface hydroxyls
by the 3-methacryloylpropylsilyl groups.

Characterisation methods

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of fumed NPs showed a totally
amorphous character of silica (inset in Fig. 1b), whereas
nanoalumina corresponded to a mixture of crystalline c and h

phases and an amorphous phase (Fig. 1b).
The morphology of the nanocomposite films, including the

dispersion quality of the NPs in the polymer matrix, was
examined by AFM using a Nanotop NT-206 instrument
(Microtestmashiny, Belarus) in contact mode or in tapping
mode.

A Perkin-Elmer DSC-2 apparatus was used to determine the
PHEMA glass transition temperatures, Tg, at the half-height of
a heat capacity step DCp, and the transition width DTg = Tg99 2

Tg9 where Tg9 and Tg99 are the temperatures of the transition
onset and completion, respectively. Second scans were taken
for all compositions to exclude the endothermic side effect of
water desorption. The measurements were performed under a
nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of 20 uC min21 over a
temperature range from 220 to 197 uC after cooling from 197
to 220 uC at a rate of 320 uC min21. Amorphous quartz was
used as a reference sample.

High-resolution laser-interferometric creep rate spectro-
scopy (CRS) was used to analyse the segmental dynamics
and its heterogeneity over the 20–160 uC range covering the

PHEMA glass transition range. The CRS method has been
described in detail elsewhere.29 CRS precisely measures creep
rates at a constant low stress, much less than the yield stress,
as a function of temperature (CR spectrum). The laser
interferometer based on the Doppler effect was used for this
purpose. The time evolution of deformation was registered as
a sequence of low-frequency beats in an interferogram whose
beat frequency (n) yields a creep rate:

ė = ln/2I0 (1)

where l (632 nm here) is the laser wavelength, and I0 is the
initial length of the working part of a sample.

The CR spectra were measured at the tensile stress of 0.3
MPa on the basis of a deformation increment of less than 1%.
A stress was chosen in the preliminary experiments as capable
of inducing sufficient creep rates to be measured, while also
maintaining a high spectral resolution and preventing
premature rupture of a sample. Under such experimental
conditions, the creep is predominantly associated with local
shear strains (‘‘microplasticity’’), and its rate decreases as the
creep process proceeds. Therefore, besides the stress, time t =
10 s from the moment of loading to the onset of measurement
was kept constant while measuring creep rates at different
temperatures. A sample was heated at a rate of 1 uC min21. The
loading of a sample, the recording of an interferogram, and
unloading were performed every 5 uC of heating. The
instrument errors in measuring creep rates did not exceed
¡1% but scattering in the CR peak height and temperature
values may be as much as ¡20% and ¡3–5 uC, respectively,
during the measurement of identical samples. Film samples
with 1 6 5 mm2 cross-sections and 5 cm in length were used.
The correlative frequency of the CRS experiments was ncorr #
1023–1022 Hz.

Besides the CR spectra, the modulus of elasticity E versus
temperature T was measured using the laser interferometer.
The E values were determined from the values of deformation e

measured after 1–2 s standing under the load by the formula:

e = ln/2I0 (2)

where n is the number of oscillations in an interferogram.
The creep rate (ė) can be written as a function of applied

stress (s) and temperature using a simplified equation of the
Arrhenius type assuming an activation character of the studied
process without strong cooperative effects:

lnė = A 2 Ea/RgT (3)

where A is a constant dependent on s and other parameters
but independent of temperature in a certain range, and Rg is
the gas constant.

Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded using a Specord M80
(Carl Zeiss, Germany) spectrophotometer over the 4000–300
cm21 range. The polymer and composite samples were cooled
with liquid nitrogen and broken down to a powder state and
then dried at 80 uC for 2 h. A powder sample (2–5 mg) was
stirred with dry KBr (Merck, spectroscopy grade) as 1 : 50 (w/w)

Fig. 1 (a) Size distributions of individual fumed alumina and silica NPs as
estimated from the low-temperature nitrogen adsorption data;15 and (b) X-ray
diffraction patterns for nanoalumina compared to those for crystalline a-Al2O3,
h-Al2O3 and c-Al2O3, and for amorphous nanosilica (insert).
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using a microbreaker (100 Hz), and was then pressed (8000
bar) into a thin transparent platelet.

Thermally stimulated depolarisation current (TSDC) spectra
were recorded over the temperature range from 2185 to 175 uC
(for some composites the temperature range was narrower)
covering the regions of polymer glass transitions and sub-Tg

relaxations. The tablets (diameter 30 mm, thickness y1 mm)
were polarised by the electrostatic field at the intensity Fp #
(2–3) 6 105 V m21 at 260 K, then cooled to 90 K with the field
still applied and heated without the field to 265–270 K at a
heating rate b = 0.05 K s21. The current (I) evolving due to
sample depolarisation was recorded by an electrometer over
the 10215–1027 A range. Relative mean errors were dI = ¡5%
(TSDC), dT = ¡2 K (temperature), and db = ¡5% (temperature
change rate).30

Results and discussion

Morphology of the composites

Fig. 2a and 2b show AFM images of a surface of an 83PU–
17PHEMA nanocomposite film with 3 wt% MAPS–A-300 (as a
representative sample). Three kinds of NP dispersion states
could be discerned in this case: (i) individual particles or their
small aggregates (discernible black ‘‘points’’) of 20–40 nm in
size; (ii) particle aggregates of y100 nm in size, and (iii) rather
sparse aggregates of 200–400 nm in size. Generally, all these
dispersion states were revealed irrespective of the type of
functional groups at the nanosilica surface.

Of importance, no substantial changes in silica dispersion
were revealed after functionalising its surface. This is an
unexpected result, at first thought, since functionalisation is
typically considered as a route to improve the nanofiller
dispersion. This result may be understood as follows. Silica
NPs were introduced into the reaction mixture at the stage of
PU synthesis in the presence of isocyanate groups, which are
very active chemically with –OH and APMS groups at both
untreated and APMS functionalised silica surfaces. Therefore
it is natural to expect the formation of similar nanostructures
in the nanocomposites. Functionalisation of silica with MAPS
groups, which are not capable of reacting with the components
of the PU-forming reaction mixture (before introducing
HEMA), could, in principle, even enhance silica aggregation
to some extent. However, similar composite nanostructures
were observed, in fact, in all three cases. Of significance, this
allowed us to estimate the impact of changes in the silica-
matrix interfacial interactions on the glass transitions
dynamics in these nanocomposites.

Different and more complicated nano- and microstructures
were revealed by AFM for the nanocomposite film samples
with 0.25 and 3 wt% alumina NPs. Additionally, AFM height
images of the free film surface and the surface which was in
contact with a substrate had different morphology.

Free surface of samples with 0.25 wt% as-prepared alumina
NPs exhibited a relatively smooth morphology. Individual
particles of 20–50 nm in size were seen in the matrix with only
a few aggregates of 200–500 nm in size. On the surface which
was in contact with the substrate sporadically distributed

pores of 100–200 nm in diameter were present. Individual NPs
(20–50 nm) and their large agglomerates of 0.5 to 2 mm in size
could be seen. Introducing NH2 or CHLCH2 functionalised
alumina NPs into the polymer matrix drastically changed the
morphology of the nanocomposites. Fig. 2d–2g show that the
surface modification of NPs leads to particle agglomeration
and the formation of a more loosened surface morphology
consisting of domains from 0.1 to 1 mm or 200 to 400 nm in
size, with a lot of voids and channels between the domains. It
is probable that these domains are the NP aggregates with a
surrounding polymer coating or the loosened polymer matrix
itself because some separate NPs between domains are
observed. The surface which was in contact with a substrate
is more smooth, with separate particles of 20–50 nm in size,
and aggregates of 300 to 600 nm in size, and with pores. A
different morphology is observed for the samples with 3 wt%
alumina NPs. The surface of a sample with bare NPs displays
mainly aggregates composed of tens to hundreds of NPs

Fig. 2 Deflection AFM images, obtained in contact mode, of 83PU–17PHEMA-
based nanocomposite film surface with (a, b) 3 wt% MAPS–A-300, (c) molecular
model of a silica nanoparticle covered by PU–PHEMA; and 6 6 6 mm images of
polymers with (d, e) 0.25 wt% or (f, g) 3 wt% MAPS-functionalised alumina with
(d, f) free surface and (e, g) surface contacted with a substrate.
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(resembling a ‘‘bunch of grapes’’ morphology). The bottom
surface is smooth, with particle agglomerates from 200 to 500
nm in size. Samples with functionalised NPs contain not only
the NP aggregates of hundreds of nanometers in size but also
less dense structures, highly porous on both sides. Thus, AFM
images showed different kinds of film morphology and
alumina NPs agglomeration as well as various types of porosity
and voids in the films.

There are several factors preventing a uniform NP (especially
alumina) distribution in the polymer matrix. Fumed silica and
alumina NPs are totally aggregated in the initial state.26 Due to
a highly hydrophilic surface, the NPs also tend to remain in
aggregates in nonpolar or weakly polar organic media.
Stronger total hydroxylation of silica NPs than alumina26,28

and an inevitable fast isocyanate-hydroxyl reaction promote,
obviously, decreasing silica NP aggregation, although the
disaggregation of NPs is incomplete. Nevertheless, for the
composites with silica or 0.25 wt% of unmodified alumina, the
NPs are relatively uniformly distributed in the polymer matrix
and form comparatively dense morphological structures.

The IR spectra (Fig. 3) show that the introduction of 3 wt%
of different oxide nanofillers has a weak influence on the
chemical structure of the polymer matrix since all the spectra
are practically identical. This result can be explained by a
relatively low content of the fillers. The filled polymer films
were transparent. This and also a low baseline in the IR
spectra, i.e. low scattering effects, also indicated the relatively
satisfactory distribution of NPs in the polymer matrix. Thus,
the IR spectra show that the stretching and deformation
vibrations of the bonds in the polymer matrix weakly depend

on the presence of NPs. However, the dynamics of such
structures as atomic groups, monomer units, and segments of
polymer molecules, especially interfacial dynamics, could be
changed substantially due to interactions of the macromole-
cules with the NPs. These aspects could be analysed using the
TSDC, DSC and CRS methods.

TSDC data

The total uniformity of the composites studied with respect to
the filler distribution in the polymer matrix could not be
attained but the value of the interfacial area between the
polymer matrix and nanoparticles was relatively large (y90 m2

g21 Al2O3 and y300 m2 g21 SiO2). This is due to the following
reason: NPs aggregates and agglomerates (observed in
powders alone or aqueous suspensions26,30) can be decom-
posed in the polymer matrix because the interactions of NPs
with monomers and the polymer matrix can be stronger than
with neighbouring NPs in aggregates and agglomerates.
Enhanced interfacial interactions in the nanocomposites can
obviously change the matrix dynamics and, as a consequence,
the physicochemical properties of the composites. This was
confirmed by the TSDC spectra (recorded in a broad
temperature range) for the PU–PHEMA and by the DSC/CRS
data for the temperature region of the PHEMA glass transition
(vide infra).

There are several types of secondary, sub-Tg (d, c, and b)
relaxations and a primary glass (a) transition in glass-forming
materials30,31 appearing with increasing temperature. In
particular, the c-relaxation is faster (typically occurring on a
time scale on the order of picoseconds at room temperature)
than the b-relaxation and occurs at lower temperatures in
isochronal (constant frequency) experiments.32 In polymers,
low-angle rotations of small structural elements, such as polar
atomic groups on the scale of two to three monomer units33 or
polar side groups,29 are responsible for the c-relaxation. Larger
moving units, such as polymer Kuhn segments, give the
b-relaxation (quasi-independent segmental motions locally in
the increased free volume places29,33,34) and the main
cooperative glass transition (a-relaxation). Additionally, inter-
facial Maxwell–Wagner–Sillars (MWS) and conductivity (CR)
relaxations as well as the through conductivity (TC, i.e., direct
current relaxation) are typically observed in the TSDC
thermograms at higher temperatures.30

Fig. 4a shows the TSDC thermograms recorded for PU,
PHEMA and neat PU–PHEMA networks and Fig. 4b gives the
spectra for PU–PHEMA based nanocomposites.

Neat PU and PU–PHEMA semi-IPNs (Fig. 4a) distinctly
demonstrate several types of relaxations within the PU
component, c at about 2125 uC, b at approx. 260 uC, and an
a-relaxation peak extending from approx. 230 to 20 uC, with
the maximum at 210 to 0 uC. Additionally, the TSD current
observed at T > 20 uC could be assigned to MWS, CR and TC in
the case of PU (curve 1). Secondary relaxations for dry neat
PHEMA are observed at 290 uC and 2150 uC, respectively,
whereas an a (glass) transition is expected at much higher
temperatures (around 100 uC, see DSC and CRS data below).
The latter may appear in TSDC thermograms overlapping well
with MWS, CR and TC for the PU component. In reality, the
increase in the TSD current at high temperatures in a

Fig. 3 Infrared spectra of 83PU-17PHEMA alone and filled with 3 wt.% of (a)
unmodified or modified silica and (b) unmodified or modified alumina.
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sequence of samples PU, 83PU–17PHEMA, 43PU–57PHEMA,
PHEMA (Fig. 4a) may presumably be assigned to an increasing
contribution from the PHEMA glass transition.

Fig. 4b shows that the presence of NPs changes the PU–
PHEMA thermogram over the whole temperature range under
study but the strongest effects are observed in the region of
high temperature relaxations (MWS, CR and TC) at T > 20 uC
and for the nanocomposite with APMS–A-300 in the range of
PU a-relaxation (curve 5). Of importance, the impact being
observed depends not only on the NP type but also on the
situation at the interfaces; i.e., on the NP surface coverage
(prevailing functional groups) indicating the key role of
interfacial dynamics. At temperatures below 20 uC, different
effects of suppression of the dynamics in the PU component
by 3% of NPs may be seen. In particular, there is some
suppression or displacement (from 2125 to 295 uC) of the c

relaxation peak, small changes in the location and intensity of
b-relaxation, and decrease and displacement of the PU glass
transition (a-peak) by a few degrees towards higher tempera-
tures for composites in comparison with that in the neat
polymer matrix. The anomalously strong suppression of the
PU glass transition by AMPS–A-300 NPs (curve 5) is observed,
obviously, due to a rapid reaction of amine groups (AMPS) with
isocyanate groups in the process of forming the PU network
providing the covalent interactions of PU with NPs and
constrained dynamics effects.2,29 On the contrary, the latter
effect is negligibly small in the cases of more aggregated
alumina NPs (curve 2) or MAPS–A-300 (curve 4) because of the

absence of covalent bonding between MAPS and isocyanate
groups.

Finally, of special interest is the strong impact of NPs on the
TSD current at 20–175 uC (Fig. 4b): a decrease in the intensity
of the TSDC relaxations by 3–5 orders of magnitude for
composites in comparison with that for the neat polymer
matrix is observed (curves 2–4). The effect is less pronounced
for the nanocomposite with AMPS–A-300 NPs (curve 5). This
result may be interpreted in two ways. First, it may be
associated with enhanced proton mobility and could be
explained by faster discharging of polarised structures due to
increased amounts of water bound to nanooxide particles.
Moreover, the less pronounced impact of AMPS–A-300 NPs for
relaxation in this temperature region (curve 5) is explained by
weaker interactions at the PHEMA–nanooxide interfaces in
this composite since the NP amine groups are not capable of
forming covalent bonds with PHEMA. The assumption about
constraining dynamics in the PHEMA glass transition in the
nanocomposites is in accordance with the DSC and CRS
experimental data given below.

Fig. 5 shows DSC curves to characterise the PHEMA glass
transition in the dehydrated 83PU–17PHEMA network and
related nanocomposites.

Unlike the ‘‘usual’’, one-stage transition at Tg = 85 uC and
transition width DTg = 37 uC for the neat PHEMA,16a a strongly
broadened, two-step PHEMA glass transition extending from
33 to 147 uC, at Tg1 = 77 uC and Tg2 = 137 uC (curve 1), was
observed for the neat 83PU–17PHEMA network. This supposes
the pronounced dynamic heterogeneity within its glass
transition range (vide infra). As was evidenced by the IR
spectra,25 the second, higher-temperature DCp step was caused
by covalent hybridisation of a part of the PHEMA segments
(hydroxyls) with the PU network junctions (residual isocyanate
groups). Impeded dynamics in the ‘‘attached’’ PHEMA
segments could be caused by an increasing motion event
scale making conformational transitions more difficult. Thus,
this PU–PHEMA network could be considered as a hybrid
semi-IPN one.

Fig. 5 depicts a substantial and quite different impact of the
added oxide NPs on the characteristics of the PHEMA glass
transition in the 83PU–17PHEMA network. It depends on the
type of NPs, their content and the type of functionalisation
(‘‘surface cover’’), i.e., on the interfacial dynamics. The
following changes in the course of the DSC curves are
observed: the total disappearance of the second DCp step; a
sharp narrowing of the glass transition range; a large increase
in Tg and especially the Tg9 values, and a change in the DCp

values in the opposite directions. The disappearance of the
higher temperature DCp step in some of the DSC curves
corresponds, obviously, to suppression of the mobility of the
PHEMA segments covalently anchored to the network con-
stituents or located very close to the anchoring points.

For the silica-containing nanocomposites (Fig. 5a), the most
impressive DSC result is the quite different impact of 0.25 wt%
NPs on the PHEMA glass transition. This distinctly demon-
strates the connection between dynamics and the type of
functional groups at the NP surface, i.e., with the character of
interfacial interactions (curves 2, 4, and 6). In reality, the –OH
and APMS coverage could provide only hydrogen bonding of

Fig. 4 TSDC thermograms of (a) pure polymers and (b) 83PU–17PHEMA alone
(curve 1) and filled with 3 wt% of alumina (2) or unmodified (3) or modified
silica A-300 (curves 4 and 5).
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the nanosilica to the PHEMA. As a result, only suppression of
the second DCp step (curve 2) or even negligibly small changes
in the DSC curve (APMS cover, curve 6) are observed. In
contrast, it may be assumed with a high certainty that
copolymerisation between the –CHLCH2 cover of modified
NPs and HEMA occurs, and the covalent bonding of a part of
the PHEMA segments with the NP surface takes place. This
results in the Tg9 displacement from 33 to 91 uC, an increase in
Tg from 77 to 110 uC, and a three-fold reduction of the
transition width DTg and the DCp step (Fig. 5a, curve 4). A more
complicated behaviour of the glass transition, as estimated by
DSC, is observed for the nanocomposites with 3 wt% silica
(curves 3, 5, and 7). For the alumina-containing nanocompo-
sites, one can see somewhat different DSC results (Fig. 5b).
The largest impact of the NPs is attained at 3% of pure
alumina (curve 3). Functionalisation of alumina NPs resulted
in smaller changes and even in an increase in the DCp step
(curves 4–7).

Creep rate spectra

Fig. 6 shows the creep rate (CR) spectra obtained for the 83PU–
17PHEMA network and nanocomposites studied in the
temperature region from 20 to 160 uC covering the PHEMA
glass transition range. The tensile stress of 0.3 MPa was
sufficient to obtain the distinct spectra and a satisfactory
spectral resolution in this temperature range. The CR spectra
of the neat matrix and nanocomposites have complicated
contours in the 40–150 uC range including a few partly
overlapping peaks, the main one at ca. 100 uC (for the neat
matrix) and the lesser peaks at 60–80, 90, 110–120, and 140–
150 uC. This indicates the multimodal dynamics (strong
dynamic heterogeneity) within or close to the PHEMA glass
transition in the studied samples.

Generally, the pronounced influence of small oxide addi-
tives may be seen, and the spectral contours depend on the
type of oxides, their content and the surface structure. The
main impact of the NPs is a strong suppression of the
segmental dynamics, namely, a sharp decrease in the height of
the main CR peak. Secondly, the small CR peak at 140 uC is

Fig. 5 DSC curves obtained in the region of the PHEMA glass transition for the 83PU–17PHEMA network (1), and for the composites with silica (a) or alumina NPs (b),
with 0.25 (2, 4, 6) or 3 wt% oxide (3, 5, 7). Curves 2 and 3 relate to initial, as-prepared oxide particles; curves 4 and 5 to oxide surfaces with MAPS cover, and curves 6
and 7 to oxide surface with APMS groups. The Tg, Tg9, Tg99, and DCp values are indicated.
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suppressed or displaced to 150 uC in the spectra of the
nanocomposites. Thirdly, some increasing creep rates
(enhanced mobility) at moderate temperatures of 40–80 uC
simultaneously arose for the 0.25 wt% oxides. Finally, similar
to the DSC data, the CRS measurements also reveal essential
differences in the glass transition dynamics for nanocompo-
sites with different types of functional ‘‘cover’’ of the NP
surface, that is, a different role of the interfacial dynamics. For
the silica-containing composites, the maximum suppression
of the dynamics at y90–160 uC is observed in the case of NPs
functionalised by the MAPS groups when the largest displace-
ment of the onset of a sharp acceleration of creep towards
higher temperatures occurs. In reality, at 3 wt% silica NPs, a
low level of creep rate is retained up to 160 uC (Fig. 6a). Fewer
effects are observed in the cases of the untreated silica surface
(–OH cover) and, especially, for the NH2–functionalised
surface. In addition, at 0.25 wt% silica NPs some opposite
effects of accelerated dynamics (increasing creep rates and a
decrease in the activation energy, Fig. 6b) are observed at
y40–80 uC, i.e., in the temperature region between the b- and
a-transitions of PHEMA (Fig. 6a). The latter effect is caused,
obviously, by some loosening of the molecular packing, with a
partial or total collapse, locally, of intermolecular cooperativity
of segmental motions in the nanocomposites (‘‘nanoconfined
geometries’’ effect2,29). This leads to a decrease in the
activation energy, which is most substantial at the minimum
amount of the MAPS–A-300 filler (Fig. 6b). Among the alumina
fillers, only untreated alumina (0.25 wt%) gives a slight
decrease in the activation energy (Fig. 6d). The difference
between the impact of the silica and alumina nanofillers can

be explained by a difference in the interactions between the
PHEMA and NPs and the matrix molecular packing.

Different CR spectra of the silica-containing nanocompo-
sites, having similar nanostructures (see above) but various NP
surface structures, allowed us again to estimate the impact of
the PHEMA–silica interfacial interactions on the PHEMA glass
transition dynamics in these nanocomposites. In reality, only
hydrogen bonds may arise between the PHEMA and the OH
‘‘cover’’ or APMS ‘‘cover’’ of the silica NPs, whereas stronger
covalent PHEMA–silica interfacial bonding may be suggested
in the case of MAPS ‘‘cover’’ since grafted methacryl groups
could copolymerise with HEMA. As a result, the unusual cross-
linked structure could be formed in this nanocomposite when
‘‘double hybridisation’’, with covalent bonds between PU and
PHEMA,25 and between the polymer matrix and NPs, occurred
(see schemes in Fig. 7). Such a composite structure provided,
obviously, the largest effect of suppression of segmental
dynamics at low NP content (maximum ‘‘constrained
dynamics’’ effect2,29). In contrast, for the alumina-containing
composites, the largest effect of constraining dynamics was

Fig. 6 Creep rate spectra obtained at tensile stress of 0.3 MPa in the
temperature region of the PHEMA glass transition for the 83PU–17PHEMA
network and nanocomposites based on it, containing 0.25% or 3 wt% of (a)
silica and (c) alumina with different surface functional groups; and corre-
sponding activation energies for PU–PHEMA and the nanocomposites with (b)
silica and (d) alumina fillers calculated using the initial rise of the creep rate to
the first maximum. The creep rate spectra start at about zero creep rate at 20 uC
but are displaced by 20 units relative to one another along the ordinate axis.

Fig. 7 Schemes showing (a) unusual cross-linked structure in the PU–PHEMA–
oxide nanocomposite formed due to the ‘‘double covalent hybridisation’’
between residual isocyanate groups of PU and PHEMA, and between the
polymer matrix and the NPs; and (b) a composite with a larger content of filler
representing aggregates of nanoparticles.
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attained in the case of the non-treated alumina NP surface,
and their special functionalisation reduced this effect (Fig. 6c).
In other words, the functionalisation turned out to be useless
in the case of using alumina NPs.

In our opinion, this unexpected result can be tentatively
explained by two reasons. First, it is in accordance with AFM
and DSC data obtained and is associated apparently with a
predominant role of an additional complicating nano- and
micro-structure of the nanocomposites due to alumina NP
functionalisation. Additionally, it should also be taken into
account that the non-functionalised surface of crystalline
alumina NPs contains mainly c-phase, that is, both six-fold
and four-fold O-coordinated Al atoms; this provides more
strong Lewis-Brønsted interactions with polar polymers than
in the case of the silica surface.15

Modulus versus temperature dependencies

Fig. 8 shows the tensile modulus of elasticity E versus
temperature T plots, as measured from the determination of
the deformation by a laser interferometer, for the 83PU–
17PHEMA network (E0) and the silica and alumina-containing
nanocomposites (En). Generally, one can see a considerable
influence of oxide NPs on the course of the E(T) curves. The
effects being observed are temperature dependent, and the
nanocomposite moduli are typically higher than that for the
neat polymer matrix; however, at some temperatures they may
be close in magnitude to that of the neat network. On the
whole, the En/E0 ratio varies from y1 to 2.5.

The role of interfacial interactions in the nanocomposites
for modulus behaviour may also be seen from Fig. 8a. In the
case of CHLCH2 (MAPS) modified silica NPs, that is, PHEMA–
silica covalent bonding, a considerable rise of the En/E0 ratio
up to 1.5–2.0 is observed at high temperatures (60–140 uC),
with the maximum value at y120 uC, i.e., in the temperature
region of the PHEMA glass transition (curve 5).On the
contrary, in the case of NH2 (APMS) cover of the silica NPs
the modulus increased only slightly at high temperatures,
whereas En/E0 = 2.0–2.5 at 20 and 60–70 uC (curve 4), that is, at
temperatures rather close to the PU glass transition tempera-
tures in this nanocomposite. As was indicated above, that may
be readily treated as the consequence of chemical reaction
between the very active isocyanate groups of the pristine
mixture of reagents and APMS cover that inevitably proceeds
during the preparation of the nanocomposite. Due to this
reaction, covalent bonding between NPs and the forming PU
network occurs promoting an increasing modulus of the
nanocomposite at moderate temperatures.

Conclusions

Combined AFM/IR/TSDC/DSC/CRS analysis of the structure
and dynamics in the PU–PHEMA–oxide nanocomposites with
differently functionalised NPs (silica and alumina) was
performed over a broad temperature range. Unlike the
majority of work on polymer–3D nanoparticle composites, a
low content of 3D fumed oxide NPs introduced strongly
affected the polymer matrix dynamics and modulus. Thus, the

strong suppression of segmental dynamics and two-fold
increase in the modulus could be attained at 0.25 wt% oxide
NPs. This was caused by the pronounced role of interfacial
dynamics due to the creation of unusual cross-linked
structures in the nanocomposites, because of the double
hybridisation with the formation of covalent bonds between
the PU network junctions (residual isocyanate groups) and
PHEMA hydroxyls, and between the polymer matrix and the
NPs. It was revealed that surface functionalisation of the NPs
did not result in substantial positive changes in their
dispersion quality (for amorphous silica NPs) but even
increased their agglomeration (for crystalline alumina NPs).
In general, the impact of the NPs on the PU–PHEMA matrix

Fig. 8 Modulus of elasticity E versus temperature dependencies obtained at a
tensile stress of 0.3 MPa for the 83PU–17PHEMA network, E0 (1), and for the
nanocomposites, En (2, 3). Lines 4 and 5 indicate the En/E0 ratios. (a) Composites
with 3% silica NPs functionalised with APMS (3, 4) or MAPS groups (2, 5). (b)
Composites with 0.25% (2, 4) or 3% as-prepared, untreated alumina NPs (3, 5).
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properties was controlled by the competitive influence of
interfacial interactions and NP dispersion. The first factor was
decisive for silica-containing composites where the largest
effect was obtained with the MAPS functionalised silica NPs,
obviously, due to copolymerisation with HEMA resulting in
covalent bonding at the interfaces. On the contrary, for the
alumina-containing composites the second factor predeter-
mined the best result obtained with untreated alumina NPs.
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